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Rapid growth in scientific knowledge is an indication of quest for discovery and has an impact 
on economic and societal development. Science, technology and innovation is often initiated at 
the University research environment. Research and developmental _activities create and 
disseminate new knowledge in range of fields, promote innovation and motivate better learning 
and teaching among students and faculty members, of our University. Research is the foundation 
of knowledge that brings new energy, builds state-of-the-art facilities, promotes research 
publications, develops collaborations and becomes part of active community that shares the 
mission objectives. Taking these into considerations, following University Research Policies has 
been framed for the University. 

Objectives 

1. Creation of conducive research environment with focus on outcome based research.

2. Support and encquc3g111J1ent to faculty and students for realization and enhancement of research
potential.

3. Encouragement in publishing research papers in quality journals like Scopus, web of science and
UGC approved journals.

4. Encouraging and assisting researchers in filing and obtaining patents.

5. Organizing lectures/symposia/workshops on intellectual property rights (IPR), patent drafting and
filing to aid researchers in better understanding of their rights and protection against unfair
competition and plagiarism.

6. Promote interdisciplinary research.

7. Strengthen linkages through national and international collaborations and partnerships with key
reputed institutions, industry, government, policy makers and funding agency ofresearch.

Seed Money 

1. Disbursement of seed money to researchers for improving research quality and nurturing ideas at
initial level.

2. To provide seed money to researchers who have demonstrated research capabilities as evidenced
by publications, awards, projects, patents, consultancies etc. For a rec�ntlyjoined faculty the
previous track record (of the same as above) will qualify for grant of seed money.

3. The maximum amount offered as seed money is Rs. 2,00,000. It can be extended in case of
exceptional candidate.

4. Additional research grants besides seed money can be extended to researchers on proving
potential in form of above-mentioned outpnts.
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